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ABSTRACT
The complexity of social and public health challenges has led to burgeoning interest and investments in cross-disciplinary team-based research, and particularly in transdisciplinary (TD) team-based research. TD research aims to integrate and ultimately extend beyond discipline-specific concepts, approaches, and methods to accelerate innovations and progress toward solving complex real-world problems. While TD research offers the promise of novel, wide-reaching, and important discoveries, it also introduces unique challenges. In particular, today’s investigators are generally trained in unidisciplinary approaches and may have little training in, or exposure to, the scientific skills and team processes necessary to collaborate successfully in teams of colleagues from widely disparate disciplines and fields. Yet these skills are essential to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of TD team-based research. In the current article, we propose a model of TD team-based research that includes four relatively distinct phases: development, conceptualization, implementation, and translation. Drawing on the science of team science and practitioners representing diverse perspectives have become increasingly blurred as scholars and practitioners representing diverse perspectives form scientific and translational teams to work collaboratively at the nexus of their knowledge domains.
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BACKGROUND
The complexity of social and public health challenges increasingly requires cross-disciplinary team-based research approaches that bring together collaborators from multiple disciplines and perspectives. As a result, the boundaries between disciplines and fields have become increasingly blurred as scholars and practitioners representing diverse perspectives form scientific and translational teams to work collaboratively at the nexus of their knowledge domains.

The popularity of these cross-disciplinary research approaches is built on the premise that each team member contributes unique knowledge, methodological approaches, conceptual frameworks, and theories, which collectively contribute to the advancement of scientific innovation and generation of new knowledge. The three most commonly identified forms of cross-disciplinary research are multidisciplinary (MD), interdisciplinary (ID), and transdisciplinary (TD) research. MD and ID research represent increasing levels of disciplinary integration among team members. MD research is typically understood as the sequential or additive
combination of ideas or methods drawn from two or more disciplines or fields to address the focal problem, while ID research involves the integration of perspectives, concepts, theories, and methods from two or more disciplines or fields to address the focal problem [48]. In contrast to MD and ID research, TD research entails not only the integration of discipline-specific approaches, but also the extension of these approaches to generate fundamentally new conceptual frameworks, hypotheses, theories, models, and methodological applications that transcend their disciplinary origins, with the aim of accelerating innovation and advances in scientific knowledge [28, 36, 38, 48, 66]. Another hallmark of TD research that distinguishes it from other cross-disciplinary approaches is its focus on advancing progress toward practical solutions to social problems [36, 48, 55, 56]. TD research is conducted within and across levels of analysis, ranging from biological to societal, and can include a translational focus along a continuum, from discovery to development to delivery. The complexity of a TD research initiative influences the composition of a team, which may include investigators as well as translational partners from a broad array of sectors, including government, nongovernmental organizations, and community-based organizations, with relevant expertise to translate research findings into practice and policy applications [2, 5, 22, 52].

The synthesis of disciplinary perspectives and creation of new scientific approaches that occur in TD team-based research emerge from a social process among participants that produces new understanding at both the individual and team levels. In order to be successful in achieving these goals, TD research participants must engage in a wide variety of social processes at the group level, such as developing a shared vocabulary as well as establishing a shared understanding of what expertise a team member has and how each member contributes to the collaborative research endeavor. In the current article, we build on prior work found in [56] and propose a refined four-phase model of TD team-based research. Furthermore, drawing on the science of team science (SciTS) field as well as literature from groups, teams, management, and organization fields [7, 20, 55], we identify key scientific goals and team processes that occur in each phase and across multiple phases. We also provide real-world exemplars that highlight strategies for successfully meeting the goals and engaging in the team processes that are hallmarks of each phase.

FOUR PHASES OF TD TEAM-BASED RESEARCH
We conceptualize TD team-based research as including four relatively distinct phases—development, conceptualization, implementation, and translation [56]. The development phase involves convening a group of potential collaborators to define the scientific or societal problem space of interest. The conceptualization phase involves collaborative teamwork to develop research questions or hypotheses, a conceptual model, and a research design that reflect the integrative TD nature of the project. The implementation phase involves the execution of the planned research. Finally, the translation phase involves moving the transdisciplinary research findings from one level of analysis to another and/or across the discovery–development–delivery continuum in order to create innovative strategies for resolving or ameliorating societal problems.

Although these four phases are generally sequential, there may also be recursive or iterative movement among phases as illustrated in Fig. 1. These recursive and iterative movements can lead to changes in team composition and shift in focus on particular team processes. For example, insights that emerge during the second through fourth phases, related to new research directions or translational applications, may lead to midproject changes in the composition of a TD team in order to bring in additional areas of expertise. This, in turn, may mean that the team returns its attention to processes salient in the developmental phase.

The processes and outcomes of each phase influence subsequent phases, and many of the processes described below may be implemented to some degree throughout the four phases. However, we highlight processes that are particularly salient in each phase and specifically as they relate to the primary goals and the type of team that is prominent in each phase (see Table 1). Thereby we identify potentially high-leverage processes that team members, given limited time and resources, can devote particular attention to when moving through the various phases of a TD research collaboration.

TEAM DEVELOPMENT AND EVOLUTION ACROSS THE FOUR PHASES
Over the course of a TD research initiative, scientists may transition from informal groups to established teams. For instance, in the development phase, 2
Four-phase Model of Transdisciplinary Research

**Development Phase**

The primary goal of the development phase is to define the scientific or societal problem space of interest, including identifying the breadth of possible intricacies and interconnections of concepts that fall within the problem space and establishing the boundaries of the problem space to be addressed. An individual or small core group motivated to advance the science and/or practice in a particular area often initiates this process. Once a general area of interest is determined, the next step is to identify the disciplines and perspectives that may be relevant to more comprehensively understand and address the problem area. It may be beneficial, at this stage, to consider the relevance of domains or disciplines, including those that may not have been previously considered related to the problem area. For instance, including individuals with expertise in domains that do not directly address the problem space but are nonetheless relevant to conceptual, methodological, or practical challenges posed by the target problem can help to inspire new integrative ways of approaching a particular scientific problem. Next, experts representing these diverse backgrounds are brought together to delineate the boundaries of and potential factors within the problem space to be addressed by their collaboration.

Early in the development phase, participants often come together as part of a research network, working group, or advisory group. In this phase, group membership is fluid; some participants may join the group to explore collaborative opportunities, and others may participate by contributing important expertise in time-delimited ways, for example, by presenting their research and contributing to discussion without participating in the full duration of the initiative. The development phase enables group members to begin working toward both collaborative integration and group cohesion, which lays the groundwork for establishing a more “formal” team.

In this phase, critical team processes encourage information sharing and integrative knowledge creation among diverse participants. Examples of these processes that will be addressed in this section include generating a shared mission and goals, developing critical awareness, externalizing group cognition, and developing a group environment of psychological safety. These team processes foster a working environment that enables group members to understand and acknowledge differences in their disciplinary perspectives and values, engage in co-learning among disciplines, and move on to identify common ground for the collaboration—all steps that are needed to establish the foundation for integrative knowledge creation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary goal</th>
<th>Developmental</th>
<th>Conceptual</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Translational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish a shared understanding of the scientific or societal problem space of interest— including what concepts fall inside and outside its boundaries—and mission of the group</td>
<td>Develop novel research questions or hypotheses, a conceptual framework, and a research design that integrate and extend approaches from multiple disciplines and fields</td>
<td>Launch, conduct, and refine the planned TD research</td>
<td>Apply research findings to advance progress toward developing innovative solutions to real-world problems, as appropriate to the level of science at which the research is conducted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team type(s)</th>
<th>• Network</th>
<th>• Emerging team</th>
<th>• Real team</th>
<th>• Adapted team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Working group</td>
<td>• Evolving team</td>
<td></td>
<td>• New team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Advisory group</td>
<td>• Emerging team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key team processes</th>
<th>• Generate a shared mission and goals</th>
<th>• Create a shared mental model</th>
<th>• Develop compositional, taskwork, and teamwork transactive memory</th>
<th>• Adapt the team, as needed, to address translational opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop critical awareness</td>
<td>• Generate shared language</td>
<td>• Conflict management</td>
<td>• Generate shared goals for the translational endeavor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Externalize group cognition</td>
<td>• Develop compilational transactive memory</td>
<td>• Team learning</td>
<td>• Develop shared understandings of how these goals will be pursued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop a group environment of psychological safety</td>
<td>• Develop a team TD orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When a group comes together during the development phase to define a problem space, participants are more motivated and can more effectively share relevant information if the group has the opportunity to collectively generate a shared mission and goals. Motivation is increased further when members are able to align their individual goals with the goals of the group [12]. To help develop the shared mission and goals for the group, members may collaboratively put into writing some preliminary ideas for the broad intention of the group process and outcomes, and then revisit these through frequent and iterative discussions. Structured group processes (e.g., appreciative inquiry [13]) may also be helpful to facilitate goal alignment; such processes can be designed to focus on identifying ways to address priorities and incentives across group members or exploring how the represented disciplines and domains may contribute to the resolution or advancement of that problem.

During discussions that explore the relationships among contributing disciplines and fields, it is vital that TD research collaborators develop an understanding that all disciplines and fields, including their own, have substantive and methodological strengths and limitations. This understanding, called critical awareness, is essential for the integration of disciplinary approaches that is fundamental to TD research. Critical awareness, in the context of a TD research initiative, also refers to an awareness of the strengths and limitations of integration. Ideally, critical awareness is combined with a strong grounding in one or more disciplinary traditions, including familiarity with their theoretical and methodological approaches, as well as their overall strengths, limitations, and blind spots [6, 11]. The combination of these traits enables group members to consider and identify the potential contributions of multiple disciplines and areas of practice—including their own and others—to effectively address the target problem [11]. This helps eliminate bias toward a particular disciplinary approach, which can limit the quality and novelty of new research and translational directions [8]. Critical awareness also enables group members to remain focused on addressing the scientific problem of interest, using the variety of available approaches, rather than becoming wedded to any particular disciplinary approach(es) [6].

The process of defining the problem space requires information exchange and sharing among group members from diverse disciplinary backgrounds [43]. Developing a comprehensive and fully articulated problem space that reflects the contributions of all group members necessitates structured and cooperative discussion [43]. This process typically requires frequent interactions, oftentimes more frequent than members are used to or initially comfortable with. An effective method for developing the problem space involves engaging the group in externalizing group cognition by working together to collaboratively generate concrete cognitive artifacts [21].
In this phase, the group of collaborators may be comprised of members from closely aligned or widely divergent disciplines. As a result, participants from divergent disciplines may feel that their expertise is not understood, acknowledged, or valued by other members of the group. In addition, when discussing ideas outside of their areas of expertise, participants may fear that they will appear to be uninformed or be misinterpreted by colleagues with different disciplinary knowledge, values, and terminology. These fears may undermine the group processes needed to move toward the integration and innovation that distinguish a TD approach. Psychological safety is a belief that the team operates in an environment where members feel comfortable expressing independent thoughts and opinions as well as the relevance of each member’s expertise to the problem space, while working toward consensus about the overarching boundaries of the potential collaborative endeavor.

Box 1. Development phase exemplar

### Highlighted goals and processes:
Engage in a group process to delineate a problem space by externalizing cognition and collaboratively generating a cognitive artifact. Design an artifact to (1) articulate the complexities of the problem space and (2) identify a wide variety of relevant disciplines and perspectives. Use this process to develop an initial group of potential collaborators from a broad array of disciplines.

### Background:
The project “Advancing Transdisciplinary Translation for Prevention of High Risk Behaviors” aimed to advance drug abuse prevention research through the integration of multiple disciplines. It was implemented at the Research Triangle Institute (RTI) with support from a National Institutes of Health (NIH) R13 grant designed to support conferences and scientific meetings specific to facilitating ID team-based research in Basic Behavioral and Social Science.

### Approaches and Activities:
An RTI investigator with expertise in drug abuse prevention was inspired by her observations, made over many years, that investigators from a wide range of disciplines were working on similar problems in her field yet were not communicating across disciplinary boundaries, despite having potentially complementary approaches with synergistic potential. In response, she developed a model of salient factors in translational drug abuse prevention to help make potential cross-disciplinary linkages more explicit. She then reached out to a group of colleagues who worked collectively and iteratively in small groups, both in person and via email, to expand and refine the model, which resulted in a cognitive artifact (see Figure 2).

The instigating scientist then led the group, as Principal Investigator, in a grant application for NIH R13 funds to help engage an even broader set of stakeholders in elaborating the model via face-to-face meetings. The group included experts from a wide range of relevant disciplines reflecting a new generation of basic and applied sciences (e.g., the “omics” -- genomics, proteomics, metabolomics; biochemistry; neuroscience; and environmental science).

The first of a series of meetings used the model to facilitate integrative discussion of theoretical perspectives and empirical methods toward the aim of elucidating the etiology of various risk behaviors and, in turn, enhancing understanding of the mechanisms underlying preventive intervention responsivity. Finally, the Principal Investigator led the development of a website to encourage continuing interaction among group members and stimulate progress toward the conceptualization phase.

---

3 Fishbein, D.H. Advancing transdisciplinary translation for prevention of high-risk behaviors.
2 Diana H. Fishbein, personal communication, June 12, 2012.
1 Fishbein, D.H. Advancing transdisciplinary translation for prevention of high-risk behaviors.
4 Although this funding opportunity announcement (FOA) uses the term interdisciplinary, it uses it interchangeably with transdisciplinary. The intent of this FOA is to facilitate both, and our exemplar is specific to a transdisciplinary project.
Careful consideration of the problem space and the disciplinary approaches best suited to address it requires key team processes, such as critical awareness, externalized group cognition, and psychological safety, to lay the foundation for a successful TD collaboration. These processes also serve to foster group cohesion as well as a sense of shared mission—both of which are group traits that play an important role as a TD research collaboration matures and moves into its subsequent phases.

CONCEPTUALIZATION PHASE
The primary goals of the conceptualization phase are to develop novel research questions, hypotheses, a conceptual framework, and a research design that integrate collaborators' disciplinary perspectives and knowledge domains to address the target problem in innovative ways. Hallmarks of success in this phase are the development of a conceptual model that integrates and extends approaches from multiple disciplines and fields to introduce novel associations and hypotheses, as well as the development of a research plan or proposal to address these hypotheses.

Once a group has defined the problem space, participants need to work together to determine specific knowledge gaps in the problem space and potential novel approaches to address them. This may lead the group of collaborators to form smaller subgroups that focus on particular questions, approaches, or other aspects of the problem space. Certain needs within the problem space may lead to further unidisciplinary or MD collaborations (e.g., further measurement development for a particular variable), but research questions that are scientifically “ready” [27] can be developed into highly integrative TD projects.

When a truly integrative TD project is conceptualized, the specific set of expertise needed to proceed becomes clearer. For instance, as the emerging team begins to develop a research plan or grant proposal, some collaborators may focus their attention on other projects that better align with their interests or goals, and alternatively, new collaborators with expertise needed for the TD research project may be identified. At this point, the TD research team begins to coalesce.

In order for TD approaches to emerge, collaborators need to be able to let go of discipline-based lines of inquiry and embrace the goal of integration. In this phase, we will highlight important team processes and strategies to facilitate integrative knowledge creation (e.g., development of an integrative conceptual model) among team members, and the development of a research plan, which include the development of shared mental models [45], shared language [34, 46], compilational transactive memory [43], and a team TD orientation (c.f., [53, 54]).

In a TD collaboration, the development of shared mental models of the research focus is critical to support the emerging team in the communication, problem solving, and decision making needed to develop a research plan [45]; c.f., [21, 42]. Often, shared mental models are operationalized through visual representations, such as conceptual models, which serve as another form of cognitive artifact [21] that elucidates the key elements of the research hypotheses or approaches.

During the development of the cognitive artifact, team members begin to learn each other’s disciplinary language [34, 46] and develop a shared vocabulary for their collaboration. The process of developing shared language is central to ensuring that all team members understand the ideas being integrated. For instance, when the same term has different meanings, or when different terms have the same meaning across disciplines or fields, team members may interpret the conceptual model in different ways. The use of analogies and lay language in lieu of discipline-specific language may help facilitate communication among collaborators from different disciplines and fields and can help to develop shared language for the team [31]. Generating externalized representations of the research project and developing shared language can increase both the congruence and accuracy of group members’ mental models, as well as the accuracy of the shared mental model, which in turn may increase team effectiveness, efficacy, and performance [45].

Another team process key to the conceptualization phase is called compilational transactive memory, which refers to team members knowing who on the team has what expertise [43]. As the team works together to develop a research plan, understanding who knows what can maximize the team’s effectiveness and efficiency [43]. Regular face-to-face or virtual meetings, research networking systems or websites that provide expertise profiles, or speed networking events where team members can learn about each other’s areas of expertise can help build compilational transactive memory. They can also support the development of a team TD orientation and stimulate new research ideas.

Development of a team TD orientation is yet another key team process in the conceptualization phase. Team TD orientation is a collective belief in the value of a TD approach, an appreciation for other disciplines (i.e., critical awareness), and a willingness to learn about and use approaches from other disciplines, including concepts, theories, and methods (c.f., [53, 57, 60]). It is important to distinguish between team TD orientation and an individual’s personal TD orientation [53]. An individual’s TD orientation is a personal disposition encompassing TD-supportive values, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, and conceptual approaches that are cultivated through cumulative exposures to multiple mentors,
The primary goals of the implementation phase are to launch, conduct, and refine the planned TD research. Often, considerable time has elapsed between the development of a research proposal and the funding of the project, and therefore, the team may need to be reconstituted or reconfigured. As team members are identified and brought together during the launch of the project, the group may start to function more like a team than in previous phases. For instance, as members become more formally involved in a specific project (e.g., specified roles, percent time paid), the group begins to develop routines that are characteristic of traditional teams, such as regular patterns of communication, including frequency and formats of meetings. Moreover, the novel integration of specialized expertise across multiple disciplines and domains that is characteristic of the TD research approach often requires collaborators to function interdepen-
ently, a key characteristic of an actual team, as formally defined by group and team researchers. In addition, when team members share goals, engage in iterative reflection (i.e., systematic consideration of team performance and participation in related adaptations to team goals and processes), and demonstrate a clear understanding of team membership (i.e., boundedness), they are more likely to become what some researchers have referred to as a “real” team [64, 65]. When groups of collaborators do not possess these traits (e.g., members work independently or toward divergent objectives), they may be considered a “pseudo team” rather than a “real” team. The absence of the traits of a “real” team can result in poorer team performance and less innovation [64, 65].

Once the research is underway, additional members may be integrated into the team, which requires them to learn and become integrated into team routines, processes, and norms, and learn the shared mental models, compilational transactive memory, and TD orientation developed by longer-standing team members. Finally, as the team continues to move forward, continual dialog among team members and other colleagues, particularly when supported by structured forums, can lead to refinements of the team’s research questions, hypotheses, and methodological approaches. These modifications may consist of minor enhancements to the existing project or may lead to entirely new programs of research, which may then move the team back to an earlier phase of the TD research process.

In the implementation phase, key team processes highlighted in this section include developing compositional, taskwork, and teamwork transactive memory, conflict management, and team learning. Developing a shared understanding of who knows what (i.e., compositional transactive memory, highlighted in the conceptual phase), who does what (i.e., compositional transactive memory), how things get done (i.e., taskwork transactive memory), and how interactions occur (i.e., teamwork transactive memory) is important to successful team performance, especially among diverse teams [43, 39]. Members of science teams often come into a collaboration with assumptions about team members’ roles and team procedures. But these assumptions vary based on the disciplinary cultures of each team member. Therefore, the development of shared procedural models, as a support for transactive memory systems, is particularly salient for TD team-based collaborations. Taking time to further foster such transactive memory systems through explicit discussion of roles and procedures early in the implementation phase can enhance the effectiveness, efficiency, and overall success of the research project.

Collaborations among diverse disciplines can result in conceptual confusion or misinterpretation due to differences in terminology. In addition, there may be dramatic differences in epistemological and philosophical approaches, among disciplines, related to core issues such as beliefs in what constitutes legitimate and rigorous research methods [19]. These differences can result in conflict and negatively impact team performance, if the conflict is not managed [17]. Conflict management in TD research teams, particularly during the implementation stage, is therefore essential. During the dialog that is needed to work through these challenges in order to successfully implement a TD research project, more diverse teams are more likely to engage in debate [51]. Because these conflicts and related debate can lead to new perspectives and new knowledge, they ultimately may be helpful for making strategic decisions [3, 40] and enhancing team performance [4]. In order to minimize the negative impacts of conflict, it is recommended that indirect and intense expression of conflict be avoided [63]. Furthermore, allowing debate and discussion to be extended to allow consensus to be fully reached can lead to more creative outcomes [16]. Although consensus cannot always be reached, leaving time for processing the discussion and allowing time for reflection can help generate productive paths forward. Additionally, providing brief breaks can increase creativity [47] and potentially help manage the intensity of expression and reduce residual conflicts.

Team learning has been defined as “a team-level property that captures the collective knowledge pool, potential synergies among team members, and unique contributions” [37]. Team learning is an evolving process that encompasses reflection and action and includes behaviors such as sharing information, asking questions, seeking feedback, experimenting with team processes, reflecting on results, and discovering and discussing errors or unexpected consequences [18]. In some TD endeavors, a TD orientation may be seen at the outset of an initiative but not carried through the entire effort. For instance, collaborators may come together to formulate an initial integrative idea, and then, an individual researcher works to develop a research question and carry out the research independently or in consultation with experts from other disciplines. In these instances, although research questions may have originated from interactions across disciplines, the related research is ultimately not conducted in a collaborative team environment. This may result in partial integration of ideas or suboptimal execution of the TD research project. Engaging in ongoing knowledge sharing should be encouraged among team members, which can lead to greater innovation [23]. This can also facilitate continuous refinement of research questions and development of new programs of research thereby enhancing the potential for more sustained collaboration. Additionally, implementing strategies to encourage team learning can move the team from simply embracing a TD orientation to using a TD approach throughout
the research endeavor and formulating new TD research directions.

In the implementation phase, as the team works collaboratively to conduct the planned research, members should continue to engage in group interactions that facilitate information sharing and promote shared language and mental models. Moreover, engagement in a reflective process to intermittently assess and refine the research questions, methods, and future directions of the team, through activities such as regular meetings or team retreats, is essential for establishing an integrative approach in the ongoing research and can potentially lead to iterative enhancements to the ongoing research, as well as possible spin-off TD research projects.

Box 3. Implementation phase exemplar

Highlighted goals and processes: Facilitate team learning by engaging in a variety of communication activities. Design activities to (1) maximize successful coordination of the planned TD research project, (2) encourage cooperation between the collaborators, and (3) promote the refinement and extension of research questions and methodological approaches.

Background: “Identifying Determinants of Eating and Activity, or “Project IDEA”,\(^1\) was a longitudinal cohort study that examined risk and protective factors associated with adolescent weight gain. The study employed a social-ecological model that included variables across multiple levels of influence, i.e., individual, family, school, and neighborhood. It was supported through funding received by the University of Minnesota from the National Cancer Institute’s Transdisciplinary Research in Energetics and Cancer (TREC) initiative (2005-2010), which facilitated TD research at the intersection of diet, physical activity, and cancer.

Approaches and Activities: Members of the core research team for Project IDEA had diverse disciplinary backgrounds including epidemiology, nutrition, kinesiology, policy, education, and urban planning, among others. Although the core research team had collaborated closely during the development and conceptualization phases of the research study, the realities involved in successfully executing this complex team-based project (e.g., team member turnover, the need to modify proposed methods and measures, and data analysis and manuscript preparation) required ongoing team learning.

In order to address these issues, the team engaged in a variety of activities intended to facilitate team communication. These included regular meetings where team members worked to educate one another about the potential relevance of their disciplines to important tasks involved in the research study, such as selecting measures, analyzing data, and interpreting findings. To support the refinement of research questions, hypotheses, and methodological approaches, specifically, the research team held an annual off-campus half-day retreat. The purpose of the retreat was to bring team members together in a forum free from distractions to focus on assessing the progress of the study and brainstorm possible refinements and new avenues of research based on interim findings.


TRANSLATION PHASE

The primary goal of the translation phase is to apply research findings to advance progress along the discovery–development–delivery pathway to ultimately provide innovative solutions to real-world problems. For example, when the research study involves basic science or animal models, translational activities are likely to involve the development of research questions and study designs that form a bridge to clinical trials or epidemiological studies. When the study involves applied research, such as in clinical trials or community-based intervention studies, translational activities may focus on developing new public health programs or policies, or enhancing existing programs and policies.

As illustrated by these examples, translational opportunities are delineated, in large part, by the level of analysis at which the research is conducted. Because TD team-based research approaches can be used at any part of the translation continuum, ranging from basic science to implementation science, translational activities likewise will cover the whole range of levels of analysis. We therefore posit that the key translational feature of TD team-based research is the translation of research findings from one level of analysis to another (cf., [32, 35, 52, 62]).

Planning for translational activities often begins long before research findings are produced. A TD research team may be able to anticipate translational applications during the development and conceptualization phases and begin to lay the foundation for translational activities at this time, whether translational goals involve development of new research questions and study designs or development or enhancement of programs and policies. For example, if team members anticipate that research findings will inform future studies involving disciplines not represented on the research team, they may choose to engage additional colleagues with expertise in these areas during the conceptualization phase, in order to help lay the groundwork for successful translation of findings to future research or practice. This may lead to the refinement of research questions.
or development of additional research questions that will enhance the focus of the research findings to these anticipated applications.

Similarly, a TD research team that foresees translational opportunities related to public health programs and policies may engage translational partners—including community members, public health practitioners, and professionals involved in the policy process—during the conceptualization phase in order to refine research directions with the aim of enhancing the relevance of research findings to these applied translational goals. The community-based participatory research literature has long identified the benefits of involving community partners early in an initiative that aims to translate findings into real-world applications such as public health programs or policy advocacy [24, 59].

Key team processes in this phase of a TD research project include the evolution of the team, as needed, to identify and pursue translational goals, and for members of this newly evolved team to develop shared goals for the translational endeavor and shared understandings of how these goals will be pursued. As described above, translational activities may require expanding the team to include individuals with expertise relevant to translational goals. To translate findings into research questions and study designs at other levels of analysis, or involving other disciplines, teams may need to involve additional investigators whose expertise may not be relevant to the original research, but whose perspectives may be critical to translational goals. To translate research findings into practical applications to real-world problems, a team may need to broaden its membership to include both the original investigators and translational partners, including public health practitioners, related professionals such as those involved in urban planning, transportation, and other fields that are key influences on health, as well as partners whose work influences the policy process, including community organizations, policy advocates, and policy makers.

During the translation phase, both the goals of the team and team composition evolve in significant ways. While team goals remain relatively stable through the conceptualization and implementation phases, translational efforts introduce entirely new goals. In addition, while TD research teams are already diverse, the evolving team membership required for translational efforts introduces even greater diversity into the team. As such, during the translation phase, it is critical that the team revisits the collaborative team processes they engaged in during the development and conceptualization phases, but this time, applied to the translational goals of the team and the environment in the newly evolved team. These processes are essential to develop shared goals for the translational endeavor and shared understandings of how these goals will be pursued.

We have already described the challenges to successful collaboration among investigators from different disciplines and fields. These challenges may be even more dramatic when a team evolves to include both investigators and translational partners whose expertise is in practice and policy, as the linguistic and epistemological differences among these groups may be greater than those among researchers from different disciplinary backgrounds. Investigators and these translational partners often have divergent opinions and expectations about the goals of the translational partnership, each other’s status as team members, and each group’s potential contributions to the team’s activities [2, 30]. Consequently, it is essential that these diverse teams invest heavily in developing shared understandings around these core issues. These shared understandings are necessary to produce the intervention designs, timetables, and action plans that are intended near-term outcomes of applied translational activities.

Possible near-term outcomes of this phase include the development of new collaborations that span levels of analysis and cross-disciplinary boundaries and the creation of new structures for multi-sector collaboration for applied translational activities, both of which have the potential to be sustained even after a particular TD team-based research project has ended (cf., [49]). Possible intermediate outcomes of this phase include innovative new lines of research at increasingly applied levels of science involving additional disciplines and perspectives, and innovations in programs and policies enacted at state, national, and international levels. Long-term outcomes of this phase may include scientific innovations and breakthroughs or demonstrable improvements in social conditions that are impacted by programmatic and policy innovations, such as improvements to population health, social justice, and environmental quality (cf., [9]). Depending on the specific goals of a particular translational partnership, team members may wish to work together to establish evaluative criteria and methodologies for assessing the near, intermediate, and long-term impacts of their collaborations, whether their focus is on advancing research across levels of analysis or translating research findings into practical applications.
Box 4. Translation phase exemplar

Highlighted goals and processes: Identify translational partners who can be engaged to successfully evolve the TD team in order to pursue translational goals by initiating community outreach activities. Work together in the context of the newly evolved team to identify and implement translational goals in ways that draw upon the expertise of both investigators and translational partners.

Background: "Social Environment, Stress and Health" was a research project that used a community-based participatory research (CBPR) approach to develop translational activities addressing the relationships among neighborhood and community factors (e.g., collective efficacy, crime, social connectedness), behavioral and biological responses (e.g., vigilance, perceived stress, cortisol levels), and breast cancer in African American women living on Chicago’s South Side. It was implemented at the Center for Interdisciplinary Health Disparities Research (CIHDR) at the University of Chicago and the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. CIHDR received funding (2003-2008) from the Centers for Population Health and Health Disparities (CPHHD) initiative, supported by the NCI and multiple other NIH institutes. CPHHD aims to accelerate the science on health disparities by supporting TD team research that crosses levels of analysis and includes translational applications.

Approaches and Activities: This project faced an early challenge to team evolution in that there were no immediately evident community partners serving African American women with breast cancer on Chicago’s South Side. To address this challenge, during year 1 of the project (the conceptualization phase) investigators went straight to the community to learn about community concerns and identify potential translational partners. They conducted focus groups to learn about the beliefs, attitudes and concerns of community members regarding breast cancer. Participants included over 500 individuals representing 15 neighborhood areas in the community, including a heterogeneous mix in terms of age, gender, and socioeconomic status. Focus groups members who were particularly committed to supporting the team’s research self-identified and were eventually tapped to form a community advisory board (CAB) that became part of the TD team. The CAB met at regular intervals with the investigators to help plan research activities. During the transition from research implementation to dissemination and translation, their involvement increased dramatically.

In year two of the project, the CAB and investigators began to develop shared translational goals. While communication among team members from diverse backgrounds is critical to developing shared goals, so too is exposure to the same sources of information and knowledge. To this point, the newly evolved team hosted the South Side Breast Cancer Conference at a local church, where they disseminated the results of the focus groups and engaged the audience to develop action steps that could address concerns raised in the focus groups. The action step that ranked as most important was developing messages about wellness for 12- to 16-year olds on the South Side. This translational focus would not have occurred to the investigators without the involvement of community members.

The newly evolved team worked together to develop a strategy to pursue this goal. CAB members on the team identified a youth program at the University that was engaged to develop an educational DVD that was accepted into the health curriculum of the Chicago Public Schools. The team also developed a community intervention study aimed at neighborhood-level factors that affect psychological functioning and influence breast cancer risk factors.


DISCUSSION

Implications for practice

TD collaborations can be catalyzed in different ways, for instance, collaborators may come together in response to a funding announcement proposing a specific problem to be addressed and/or specific disciplinary requirements to address it; in order to obtain a particular resource (e.g., access to a particular population or piece of equipment); or in order to resolve a scientific or methodological challenge that arises during the course of an existing program of research (c.f., [50]). Team structure and composition, as well as the way that the team evolves over time, will vary based on these varying origins. Nonetheless, commonalities can be identified across TD research teams, and the proposed model for TD team-based research is intended as a prototype that highlights what we believe to be generally common phases, goals, and team processes across TD research teams.

This model illuminates many of the interacting goals and team processes involved in the life cycle of a TD research project and, in so doing, helps to identify aspects of the process that investigators and translational partners should address during the course of their TD research and translational activities. Investigators and translational partners may use this model as a road map as they move through the phases of a TD initiative. They may also find this model helpful for structuring process evaluation activities that can help to assess scientific progress as well as progress toward development of an effective and efficient “real” team, and for related quality improvement efforts. TD teams can use the model to determine if they are attending to key interim goals and team processes and make adjustments to the way the team is communicating, coordinating, and cooperating in order to enhance the quality of the collaborative process and, hopefully, the resulting science.

In the context of its use as a roadmap or quality improvement tool, this model for the TD research

process can serve as a framework for introducing supportive resources to enhance group or team functioning. For example, during the development phase, when identification of a diverse set of potential collaborators is a critical interim goal, research networking tools may be employed such as Elsevier SciVal Experts\(^7\), VIVO\(^8\), and BiomedExperts\(^9\). These tools enable investigators to search for collaborators with particular substantive and methodological areas of expertise who are located within their institutions or at external institutions.

During the conceptualization phase, when effective communication across diverse disciplinary backgrounds is essential in order to create a shared mental model of the research project and generate shared language for the TD initiative, group members may use tools to enhance cross-disciplinary communication, such as the Team Science Toolbox\(^10\). This resource involves group members in structured discussions that reveal areas of congruence and diversity in their fundamental philosophical assumptions, with the aim of facilitating team processes that can bridge these differences to enhance cross-disciplinary collaboration.

During the implementation phase, when conflicts or misunderstandings may be more likely to emerge as the result of efforts to implement in practice what, until now, has been only a research plan, team members may benefit from using preexisting conflict management tools. For example, the NIH Office of the Ombudsman has created a template for discussion among investigators who are embarking on, or involved in, a team-based research collaboration, to help prevent or address conflict around potential “hot spots.” This document provides guiding questions related to the following topics, among others: the expected contributions of each participant; how decisions will be made about redirecting research goals as discoveries are made; mechanisms for routine communication among members of the research team; personnel decisions and supervisory roles; access to, management, and ownership of data; and authorship, credit, and intellectual property and patent applications.\(^11\) Another potentially useful resource during the implementation phase is self-assessment tools to enhance team processes. For example, the Teamwork Framework is an analytic tool that can be used to assess a team’s attributes, processes, and effectiveness, in order to identify areas for improvement. It offers a conceptually driven framework to evaluate team attributes (e.g., goals, interdependence, structure) and processes (e.g., leadership, decision making, conflict management) and guide discussion of potential strategies to enhance team effectiveness [33]\(^12\).

Finally, during the translation phase when a key characteristic is the evolution of the team, both investigators and translational partners may need to learn how to work together across what may be widely disparate backgrounds, values, and goals. During this phase, team members may benefit from tools that structure these cross-sectoral partnerships. The website, www.CES4health.info, includes 21 peer-reviewed tools that support community-based participatory research, including manuals to help guide successful research and practice collaborations among investigators, practitioners, policy makers, and community members across a variety of applied research areas.\(^13\)

**Implications for policy**

While TD research offers the promise of novel, wide-reaching, and important discoveries, it is also more challenging to conduct than unidisciplinary, MD, or ID research [14, 15, 26]. The proposed model identifies aspects of the TD research process—including distinct phases with specific goals, critical components of each phase, and phase-specific team processes—that help to identify where additional support for TD research may be needed in order to address some of the unique challenges of this approach and enable it to achieve its full potential for scientific advancement.

For instance, we describe the need for considerable effort to be devoted to the development and conceptualization of the research project, activities that typically require bringing collaborators together in a series of face-to-face meetings. Historically, there have typically been established forums for face-to-face meeting to support unidisciplinary research. Discipline-specific national and international conferences provide opportunities for investigators with the same or similar disciplinary backgrounds to share new scientific findings or ideas, discuss potential collaborations, and begin to conceptualize new research questions. There are few analogous forums, however, to provide parallel opportunities for TD research to emerge. Therefore, funded conference grants and research networks and consortia are critical when it comes to supporting the development and conceptualization phases of TD team-based research. To this end, while funding is primarily available for the implementation phase of research, funded opportunities to support the development and conceptualization phases of TD research have begun to emerge. For example, the NIH supports a conference grant titled “Scientific Meetings for Creating Interdisciplinary Research Teams (R13)”\(^14\) to support conferences and scientific meet-
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7 http://www.info.scival.com/experts
8 http://vivoweb.org/
9 http://www.biomedexperts.com
10 http://www.cals.uidaho.edu/toolbox/index.asp
11 http://www.nih.gov/catalyst/2002/02.05.01/page6.html
ings specific to gathering interdisciplinary groups of investigators to explore potential collaborations including behavioral and social scientists.

Other examples of support for early phases include funding for research networks and consortia, including NCI’s Cancer Epidemiology Consortia program.\textsuperscript{15} This program provides support for research consortia that convene interdisciplinary groups of investigators from multiple institutions to establish collaborations for pooling data, conducting combined analyses, and engaging in other collaborative projects over an extended period of time to advance research on common and rare cancers. The NCI provides financial support and technical assistance for these consortia generally in the first 2 years of their existence, as through conceptualization of consortia, meeting support, identification of partners with similar research interests, and advice on processes that have proven successful with other consortia. Support for such interdisciplinary groups should encourage interactions that can facilitate the integration of ideas and incentivize new TD endeavors.

Another prominent example is the MacArthur Research Network on Socioeconomic Status and Health, which involved leading scholars from the fields of psychology, sociology, psychoneuroimmunology, medicine, epidemiology, neuroscience, biostatistics, and economics to explore the environmental and psychosocial pathways by which socioeconomic status alters the performance of biological systems, thereby affecting disease and mortality [1]. The MacArthur network supported TD collaboration across all phases of the TD research process, beginning in the development phase and continuing through conceptualization, implementation, related spin-offs, and applied translational research such as intervention studies. More consideration to the development of stage-specific funding opportunities is likely to not only enhance the sophistication of TD research but also more quickly move TD findings into practice.

Implications for future research

The evidence base for best practices in TD team-based research is still in development. As a result, efforts to apply evidence-based principles to the administration, management, and conduct of TD team-based research are still nascent. This article draws on a rich set of empirical and theoretical literature from the social, cognitive, behavioral, management, and organizational sciences, including the science of teams and groups and the SciTS field, to develop an integrated model of TD team-based research and translation. The proposed model highlights that there are distinct features in common to most, if not all, TD team-based initiatives, including four phases with associated goals, interim objectives, and team processes. It also makes explicit that an evidence base exists that can inform team collaboration across each of these phases to help TD teams collaborate more efficiently and effectively [7, 20, 55].

Future empirical research can build on the current article by testing the proposed four-phase model. Case study research that follows one or more research initiatives from start to finish has the potential to further explicate the phases of a TD research endeavor, critical activities within each phase, and team processes. It may also draw increased attention to specific challenges in each phase and strategies to address these challenges. Research that uses reliable and valid measures of the team processes and outcomes described in the current article (e.g., survey research, observational studies) would be particularly helpful to test this model and identify related enhancements or elaborations.

In addition, future research is needed that examines how variations in key characteristics of TD research initiatives—such as the level of analysis they address, catalysts for the TD research team to coalesce, characteristics of team membership and team evolution, and translational goals—may influence the TD research process. We hypothesize that these and other variations may lead to differences in the goals, critical components, and team processes involved in each stage of the TD research process. A potentially fruitful direction for future research would be to develop a more systematic understanding of these variations and their impacts on the TD research process, which could help to inform the development of best practices for different types of TD research and translational collaborations, given their unique features.

CONCLUSION

TD team-based research and translation have been identified as promising approaches to accelerate innovation and discovery, and advance progress toward solving complex societal and scientific problems. Evidence-based models of TD research and translation processes have the potential to support the increased effectiveness and efficiency of TD research and translation teams, by providing roadmaps to guide the TD process, evaluate progress, and engage in quality improvement. The proposed model aims to contribute to these goals. It may also offer insights for enhanced funding support for TD initiatives and future research directions to increase our understanding of TD team-based research and translation processes and outcomes.
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